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et me begin by stating that the UK government will not reverse its longstanding
policy on Saudi Arabia. There is far too
much at stake in these febrile Brexit times with
that 11:00 PM March 29 2019 deadline looming ever and ever closer for our government to
contemplate - even if they had the wherewithal and the capacity – a fundamental reshaping
of our relationship with the kingdom.
Let me mention what is at stake in the relationship: first and foremost the billions and
billions in weapons sales, then the security
commitments between us and the Saudis –
you will recall that the Blair government declined to pursue the bribery investigation of
the BAE Al Yamamah scandal after the Saudis
had threatened to withdraw from our joint security arrangement. At the time, 2006 it was,
it was adjudged that we needed that arrangement for the protection of our citizens against
terrorist attacks.
There is also the historic friendship between
the Saudis and the British that is always drawn
out by ambassadors and politicians at various
state occasions and trade and diplomatic missions, rather like a somewhat decrepit elder
relation. That’s the one that argues that we
have a very special and unique link to the Gulf
states thanks to the old ties of empire and to
the ruling families’ seemingly insatiable appetite for all things to do with British royalty.
And there can be little question that in addition to the arms trade, Vision 2030, Mohammed Bin Salman’s radical restructuring of
the Saudi economy and society, does present
some further business opportunities. Though
British businesses attempting to exploit
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those opportunities are finding that the hype
doesn’t yet meet the reality. And that getting
in the door and doing business with the Saudis is still too often, to quote the song, “same
as it always was.”
So the idea that our policy approach can be
put into reverse is not going to result in much
more than a grinding of the gears. And those
of us who have taught our kids to drive know
what that sounds like. However we can consider a calibrated approach that builds on a
number of opportunities.
For the moment Mohammed Bin Salman and
the Saudis who support him are on the back
foot. The brutal and clumsy murder of my colleague Jamal Khashoggi and the inept and
obvious support for MBS from Donald Trump
– I’ll give you a pass on killing that journalist,
you keep the price of petrol at the pump down
– has rankled Washington. As we saw on Tuesday, powerful Republican senators like Lindsey Graham and Bob Corker are not prepared
to let sleeping dogs lie.
They are angry. And why? Not because a good
man was murdered, though they say that is
the reason, no it is because they feel betrayed.
They feel embarrassed and humiliated by
someone they thought of as a useful friend
and pliable ally. After all, they had backed MBS
to the hilt as he blundered through a series of
catastrophic foreign adventures. How could
he let them down so badly? And of those blunders, first and foremost is the war in Yemen
which is now close to lasting four years.
MBS, rather like Blackadder’s Baldrick,
thought he had a clever plan. The plan was
to win a quick, decisive victory to confirm his
stature as a military leader, placing him in the
same league as his grandfather Ibn Saud, the
great warrior king and founder of the modern
day kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The war, he thought, would last two maybe
three weeks as Saudi air power destroyed
the Houthi militia. The Americans, and us, we
backed him from the beginning. With logistical support such as mid-air fuelling of fighter jets; co-ordinate siting of targets that was
supposed to limit civilian casualties - we know

how badly wrong that went; and of course
the ongoing sale of bombs. The war in Yemen
is costing the Saudis something in excess of
$5billion a month. That figure gives you an
idea of just how lucrative the arms trade is.
And the war that was supposed to burnish his
credentials and be over oh so quickly …that
war grinds on with terrible consequence for
the people of Yemen. That one blunder, in all
its horror, should have been sufficient to give
our government some backbone. But it wasn’t
and there were plenty more blunders to come.
MBS together with his mentor Mohammed
Bin Zayed, the Abu Dhabi crown prince and
effective ruler of the United Arab Emirates,
thought it would be a good idea to dump all
the responsibility for global terror in the laps
of their fellow Gulf Cooperation Council member Qatar. The Saudis and the Emiratis joined
by Egypt and Bahrain launched an air, land
and sea blockade of Qatar last June. The Qataris were expected to sign over their sovereignty and capitulate to the Saudis in a matter
of days. They haven’t. They have seen out the
blockade and now many experts say they are
in better shape than when it began. And where
was Britain to attempt to rein in this folly when
it first commenced? Nowhere useful that I can
see.
Next up was the seizure of the Lebanese
Prime Minister Said Hariri when he was on a
visit to Riyadh. He was forced to resign via a
televised speech. It was the French president
Emmanuel Macron who rushed in to save the
day, not our foreign office. Hariri, after a few
days in Paris, made his way back to Beirut and
announced that, no, he was not resigning after
all.
The same day that Hariri was frogmarched
in front of a tv camera to read his capitulation speech, MBS launched a raid on senior
members of the ruling family and the merchant elite. They were banged up in the Ritz
Carlton Hotel and under the direction of MBS’
chief thug Saud Al Qahtani – more of him later - were verbally abused, physically beaten
and forced to turn over their billions and their
businesses. Though the Saudi authorities said

there would be due process, there was none.
And I cannot recall our government expressing at the time or since any firm criticism of
what was a classic Mafia shakedown. Perhaps
the special relationship, that great friendship,
got in the way.
And, in August of this year, when the Saudis
went ballistic over a comment the Canadian
foreign minister made about human rights
abuses inflicted on Saudi women, I don’t believe I heard even a tut tut from Downing
Street. Despite the fact that the Saudis kicked
out the Canadian ambassador, recalled theirs,
halted trade, ordered out thousands of their
students studying in Canadian universities
and then via their foreign minister demanded
that Canada apologise. The whole thing was a
tantrum of breath-taking arrogance and rudeness. It should have given the UK pause for
serious thought about the personality and behaviour of Mohammed Bin Salman. But it did
not.
And so we come to the murder of Jamal
Khashoggi. Every independent source, including the CIA, says what we all know is true. That
the murder of Jamal was carried out at the
instruction of MBS. The CIA intercepted electronic messages showing he was in close contact with his chief thug Saud Al Qahtani before
and after the murder. It was Qahtani who oversaw from Riyadh the seizure, torture, murder
and dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi.
Gina Haspel the head of the CIA gave a presentation to a select group of senators on
4 December. That was enough to convince
them that MBS had ordered the murder of Jamal Khashoggi. And what did our government
say about that terrible crime? At the time and
as the Saudi lies unravelled over the next two
months, not very much at all. I cannot help but
wonder, if we had been more robust about Yemen, about Hariri and the Ritz Carlton shakedown, about Qatar, about the round-up of
women activists and the attack on Canada
would Jamal be alive today? Because through
our passivity and acquiescence we empowered MBS, we granted impunity to a brutal
and murderous bully.
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It was the sentencing in the UAE of the researcher Matthew Hedges to life imprisonment on the patently bogus charge that he
was a British spy that finally roused the old
lion into action. And to his credit Jeremy Hunt,
unlike his pusillanimous predecessors, roared
loud and clear. And it had an effect. The UAE
listened and thank god Matthew Hedges is
safe back in the UK. I add a caveat however.
It was his brave and resourceful wife Daniela
Tajeda who after five months of listening to
counsel from the foreign office to stay sturm
said “sod this” and went to the media.
So to come back to the topic: can we reverse
our policy toward Saudi Arabia? No we cannot.
But can we calibrate it? Can we expect and indeed demand change?
Well yes we can. First and foremost with the
Yemen war. Others before me have said this
but I will say it again. Stop selling bombs to the
Saudis.
As we speak a bill is before the American senate calling for an end to weapons sales used
against Yemen. We need to, just for one moment, set aside our grand obsession with Brexit. We need to look up and out and see all the
horror this war has caused. Yemeni children
are starving to death by the tens of thousands.
Our political leaders need to show just a little
bit of courage. The Germans have already taken steps. So have the Danish and the Norwegians and the French may not be far behind.
A bill that calls for the immediate cessation
of the air war, an end to UK sales of weaponry
used in the conflict and unqualified support for
the peace talks due to start in Sweden would
be a good beginning.
But that should be followed up by political will
and political pressure. MBS is vulnerable now
more so than ever and the UK should have the
courage to exploit that vulnerability to bring an
end to the war. And perhaps Jeremy Hunt is
the man to do it.
But we need to do more. The Matthew Hedges case underlines how easily British academic institutions have been seduced by the Gulf
ruling families. Academic freedom has been
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sacrificed on the altar of easy money and the
lure of establishing overseas campuses. We
need strong action and strong statements in
order to defend academic freedom. And if that
means withdrawing campuses from authoritarian Gulf states, so be it.
We need to speak up about the appalling human rights records of these states. We need
to champion the true patriots, those who have
given unstintingly to defend the very qualities
we hold most dear to our democracy: free
speech, free association, free media, the right
to criticise, the right to think and act critically.
They have been detained, these Gulf patriots,
they have been abused and sentenced to long
imprisonment in manifestly unfair trials. Their
families are suffering enormously. So, lest we
forget, here is a partial list of some of those patriots.
In the UAE, the academic and economist Dr
Nasser Bin Ghaith and the human rights activist Ahmed Mansoor; in Bahrain the activists
Nabeel Rajab and Abdulhadi al-Khawaja. There
are many more in the UAE and Bahrain that I
could name. In Saudi Arabia the blogger Raif
Badawi, the women’s rights activist Loujain
Al-Hathloul, the moderate Sheikh Salman Al
Oudah and many, many more. The list should
trouble us deeply, pull at our consciences and
call out our hypocrisies and double standards.
The list is long, very long. Too long to be ignored.
So we need to ask our government to stop the
silence, to stop ignoring the daily abuse of human rights. And if the government will not, we
need to find ways to embarrass it into action.
We need to demand of Bahrain that it allow
the only independent news site in the Gulf, Al
Wasat, to be re-opened. It was shuttered last
August and its closure caused not even a ripple
in Whitehall. We need to support those brave
journalists and citizen journalists throughout
the region who have the courage to question
authority and challenge abuse.
When Ahmed Mansoor was seized in March of
last year I wrote: “(He) knew that one night the
men in black balaclavas would arrive and seize
him. I asked him once why he persisted in going down a road that would lead again to his
incarceration. He said: “The only way to count-

er repression is by revealing it. And yes there is
always that possibility that I will go back to jail.
But if (activists) do not talk, who will?”
For me, that question hangs in the air: “If we
do not talk, who will?” I said then and I repeat it
now for all those murdered, incarcerated, disappeared “We will, Ahmed, we will.”
And if enough of us do speak up then yes in
small, incremental, decent steps we can begin
to reverse our government’s policy on Saudi
Arabia.
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